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Wave propagation effects in pulsar magnetopheres play an important role in the diverse behaviors of pulsar polarization, such as origin of circular 
polarization (CP), orthogonal polarization modes (OPM), et al.  

We critically examine the various physical effects that can potentially influence the observed wave intensity and polarization, including cyclotron 
absorption, wave mode coupling, et al. 

We numerically integrate the transfer equations for wave polarization in the rotating magnetosphere, taking account of all the propagation effects in 
a self-consistent manner, checking the influence to the final intensity and  polarization profiles.

I. Basic physical image
of propagation effects

III. Numerical calculations on single photon 
polarization evolution

IV. Polarization profiles after propagation effects
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Propagation effects
Initial radio photons 
• rem ~ a few - 100 R* .
• Initially highly polarized

O-mode: E // k-B plane
X-mode: E⊥k-B plane
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Magnetosphere filled with plasma
• B*=108G – 1015G, dipole 
• Relativistic streaming plasma

along B field line 
• N/NGJ ~ 10s – 1000s
• γ ~ 10s – 1000s

• Adiabatic Walking
• Wave mode coupling
• Quasi-tangential effect
• Circularization 
• Cyclotron absorption

For typical magnetospheric plasma parameters produced by pair cascade, we find that the observed radio intensity and polarization profiles can be 
strongly modified by the propagation effects.

• The PA curve is close to RVM only when the impact angle is not so small, and Lorentz factor and plasma density are not so large. There exits a shift away from 
the RVM predicted curve (Fig.3a), which is ~ rpl / rlc

• For a large Lorentz factor and plasma density, or very small impact angles,  the PA curve is more complicated and deviates far away from the RVM predictions 
(Fig.3b-d). In some cases, the observed PA curve has a 90◦jump accompanied by the maximum CP (Fig.3b), which may be a possible origin of orthogonal 
polarization modes in some pulsars.

• The intensity profile is modified by phase-different cyclotron absorption, the trailing side being absorbed more.

• CP can be generated in wave mode coupling, which could explain the relationship between PA profile and the sign of CP in Conal-Double pulsars in Han et al. 
(1998).

II. Some important propagation effects
• Adiabatic walking.  If the plasma properties change very slowly and the mode 
evolution is adiabatic, the two natural wave modes will propagate independently. For 
example, an initially O-mode photon will always stay in O-mode, which means its 
polarization direction follows the magnetic field plane along the ray.

• Wave mode coupling. When photon propagates through the magnetosphere to 
outside space, mode evolution will become non-adiabatic at a position named 
“polarization-limiting-radius” (rpl). Near the radius, the two natural wave modes will be 
coupled, CP can be generated. Away from the radius, the polarization state will be frozen 
and not change again. 

• Quasi-tangential effect. When the photon cross the region where its wave 
vector is aligned or nearly aligned with the magnetic field, the azimuthal angle of the 
magnetic field changes quickly, mode coupling may occur. This effect only works for 
small impact angles. 

• Circularization. If the wave vector is very close to the magnetic axis, or the pair 
plasma is asymmetric, the natural wave modes could become circular polarized near the 
polarization-limiting-radius. Thus, even the photon is initially 100% linearly polarized, the 
final polarization state is determined by the natural wave modes near rpl, which may be 
partially circularly polarized.

• Cyclotron absorption. The emission will be absorbed near the cyclotron 
resonance where the wave frequency in the plasma rest frame is close to the cyclotron 
frequency. 

V. Conclusion

Figure 1. A typical single photon evolution across the magnetosphere. The horizontal axis s/RNS is the photon 
distance away from the emission point. On the left-hand panels, is the mode mixing angle,        is the adiabatic parameter, and AX and 
AY are the transverse wave amplitudes in the fixed frame, A+ and A− are the mode amplitudes, and θB is the angle between k and B. On 
the right-hand panels, I , Q, U, V are the Stokes parameters, φPA (solid line) the polarization position angle and and φBi (dashed line) the 
azimuthal angle of B. The parameters are the surface magnetic field B∗ = 1012 G, spin period P = 1 s, wave frequencyν = 1 GHz, plasma 
density N/NGJ = 400 (N = Ne + Np and Ne = Np), Lorentz factor γe=γp =100, inclination angle α = 30◦, impact angle χ = 2◦, initial 
rotation phase Ψi = 0◦ and emission height rem = 50R∗. 

Figure 2. Two-dimensional polarization map of the pulsar emission beam. The horizontal axis Ψi is the rotation 
phase and the vertical axis χ is the impact angle. The map is obtained by computing the final polarization profile for different impact angles.

Figure 3. Polarization profiles with four different impact angles. The dashed line in the bottom panels (φBi ) 
are the RVM predictions. The other parameters are the same as in Fig.1 and 2.
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